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Abstract 
In the traditional process of set operations, the elements of set are usually represented through natural language rather 
than formalized representation, which affected the efficiency of set operations. In order to solve this problem and 
improve the efficiency of set operations, this paper innovatively introduced the binary into the process of set 
operations, proposed the concept of “set code”, and defined a series of operation rules about “set code”. All the above 
formed a relatively complete and formal computing system of “set code”. Experimental results show that: the process 
of set operations can be achieved through 0, 1 operation in the form of “set code”. We also successfully achieved the 
target of query operation which is very important in the database through the mechanism of “set code”. 
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1. Introduction 
Generally, the elements of set are represented using natural language other than formalized 
representation. For example, the following set: S={Bush, Obama, Rice, Putin, Albright, Clinton, Saddam, 
Blair, Laden, Reagan, Brown}. In the set S, all the elements (for example: "Bush", "Obama" etc.) are 
represented using natural language (Chinese) other than formalized representation. 
In the process of set computing (for example: And∪, Intersect∩, Complement～, Difference－, 
Symmetric difference⊕, etc.), the computer must formalize the elements of the set, which will affect the 
efficiency of set computing. To solve the problem and improve the efficiency of set computing, this paper 
introduced the Binary into the process of set Computing. This paper innovatively proposed the concept of 
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“set code” and defined a series of operation rules. Thus this paper formed a relatively complete, 
formalized computing system of “set code”. 
The structure of the paper is as follows: firstly introduced the basic concepts and basic computing rules 
of set; secondly pointed out the areas to be improved; thirdly proposed the basic concepts and basic 
operation rules of “set code”. On this basis, this paper did a series of experiments. Experimental results 
indicate: set computing can be achieved through 0, 1 operation in the form of “set code” and the query 
operation of relational database can also be achieved. 
2. The Basic Concepts and Computing Rules of Set 
Set has a very wide range of applications. We first propose the basic concepts and basic Computing 
rules of set, then applied the concept of set to the two-dimensional table. 
2.1. The basic concepts of set 
Suppose A, B, C, A1, A2, A3, … , An are all sets. 
 Cartesian Product: C= {<a,  b>|a ∈ A, b∈B} is called the  Cartesian Product of A and B, denoted: 
C=A×B, the symbol “×” represents Cartesian Product Computing. 
n-order Cartesian Product: C={<a1, a2, a3, …, an>|a1∈A1, a2∈A2, a3∈A3, …, an ∈An } is called n-
order Cartesian Product of A1, A2, A3, …, An, denoted: C=A1×A2×…×An. 
2.2. The basic computing rules of set 
There are a series of computing rules of set and the following are some basic computing rules. Suppose 
A, B and C are sets, E is the universal set. 
(1). Merge : C={c |c ∈A or c ∈B} is the merge set of A and B, denoted: C=A∪B. 
(2).Intersect: C={c |c ∈A and c ∈B} is the intersect set of A and B, denoted: C=A∩B. 
(3).Complement: suppose A is a subset of E, C={x| x ∈E and x∉A} is the complement of A, denoted: 
C=～A. 
(4).Difference: C={c | c∈ A and c∉B} is the difference set of A and B, denoted: C=A－B. 
(5).symmetric difference: C=(A － B) ∪ (B － A) is the symmetric difference set of A and B, 
denoted :C=A⊕B. 
3. An Set Computing Example of Two-dimensional Table 
According to the basic concepts and basic computing rules of set, we can carry out the set computing 
in the two-dimensional table. The following is an example of set computing in a two-dimensional table. 
Table 1. Two-dimensional table 
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3.1. Corresponding set of the two-dimensional table 
Entire Set: E={Bush, Obama, Rice, Putin, Albright, Clinton, Saddam, Blair, Laden, Reagan, Brown}. 
subset : 
A={x|x∈E and x’s age≥40}={Bush, Rice, Blair}. 
B={x|x∈E and 40＞x’s age≥30}={Clinton, Saddam, Reagan, Brown}. 
C={x|x∈E and 30＞x’s age}={Obama, Putin, Albright, Laden}. 
I={x|x∈E and x’s education degree is more than bachelor}={Bush, Saddam, Reagan}. 
J={x|x∈E and x’s education degree is bachelor}={Obama, Putin, Clinton, Blair, Brown}. 
K={x|x∈E and x’s education degree less than bachelor}={Rice, Albright, Laden}. 
P={x|x∈E and x’s Performance is General }={Bush, Obama, Clinton, Saddam, Brown}. 
Q={x|x∈E and x’s Performance is Good }={Rice, Albright, Blair, Reagan}. 
R={x|x∈E and x’s Performance is Excellent }={Putin, Laden}. 
3.2. Computing Process 
Requirement:all the people whose age≤40, whose performance is “Good” or “Excellent”, and whose 
education degree is more than “bachelor”. All the people who meet the requirements composed the set X. 
Computing Process:Χ = (～A)∩( Q∪R )∩(～K) = (～A)∩(～P)∩(～K) = (～(A∪P))∩(～K) 
=～(A∪P∪K) = E—(A∪P∪K) = {Putin, Reagan}. 
4. The Definition of “set code” and Its Operation Rules 
To improve the computing efficiency of set, we need to formalize the elements in the set. We 
innovatively introduced the binary to the set computing process: firstly we proposed  the concept of “set 
code”, secondly we defined the operation rules of “set code”. Then we formed a comparatively complete, 
formalized “set code” computing system. 
4.1.  The definitions of “set code” 
Suppose there are n elements in set A, we sort the n elements and each element occupy a bit.  
Each subset X of the entire set A is correspond to a string which is composed of “0, 1” (also called 
boolean vector). The “set code” of X is represented as C(X), which is composed of 0 and 1.. 
The corresponding rule is the following: If  A’s ith element appear in the subset X, then the C(X)’s ith 
element is 1, otherwise is 0. 
According to the definition of “set code” and “Table II”, we can get the “set code” of the entire set E 
and  all the subset A , B , C , I , J , K , P , Q , R: 
C(E)= 11111111111 C(A)=10100001000 C(B)=00000110011 C(C)=01011000100 
C(I)=10000010010 C(J)=01010101001 C(K)=00101000100 C(P)=11000110001 
C(Q)=00101001010 C(R)=00010000100  
4.2. The definition of Operation Rules of “set code” 
We define the Operation Rules of “set code”(∪' , ∩' , ～'),  Let  the Operation Rules of “set code” is 
correspond to the  Operation Rules of set(∪ , ∩ , ～). Suupose P and Q are two set code. 
(1). Merge Operation Rules(∪') 
If P’s ith bit and Q’s ith bit are both 0, then the computing result’s ith is 0, otherwise is 1. 
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Table 2. Merge Operation Rule 
 
 
 
(2). Intersect Operation Rules(∩’) 
If P’s ith bit and Q’s ith bit are both 1, then the computing result’s ith is 1, otherwise is 0. 
Table 3. Intersect Operation Rule 
 
 
 
(3). Complement Operation Rules(～') 
If P’s ith bit is 0(or 1), then the computing result’s ith is 1(or 0). 
Table 4. Complement Operation Rule 
Pi ～'Pi 
1 0 
0 1 
 (4).other Operation Rules 
C(P∪Q)= C(P)∪'C(Q) C(P∩Q)= C(P)∩'C(Q) C(～P)=～'C(P). 
5. The Experiment 
5.1. the experiment of the operation rules 
Suppose: C(P)=01011100101; C(Q)=10001101011 
C(P)∪'C(Q)=11011101111 
C(P)∩'C(Q)=00001100001 
～'C(P)=10100011010 
5.2. the experiment of the operation rules 
Suppose: X = (～A)∩(～P)∩(～K)。 
C(X)= C(～A) ∩' C(～P) ∩' C(～K)=～' C(A)∩' ～' C(P)∩' ～' C(K) 
=01011110111 ∩' 00111001110 ∩' 11010111011=00010000010 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, we innovatively introduced the binary into the process of set operations, proposed the 
concept of “set code”, and defined a series of operation rules about “set code”. All the above formed a 
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relatively complete and formal computing system of “set code”. Experimental results show that: the 
process of set operations can be achieved through 0, 1 operation in the form of “set code”. We also 
successfully achieved the target of query operation which is very important in the database through the 
mechanism of “set code”. Next step we will research the application of the algorithm. 
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